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It’s Grow Time.™
Next-gen omnichannel fulfillment supply chain applications built to grow at the pace of modern commerce

Request demo

Watch video
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  Growth Fulfilled. 
Welcome to the Ship Show
Turn chaos into opportunity in less than 90 days. Welcome to the Ship Show, where growth is delivered through streamlined operations, flexible solutions and collaborative strategies.


See how we foster growth



[image: Illustration of an open box, articulating Deposco's 'supply chain simplified' value proposition]
Supply Chain Simplified
A single codebase, single database, and single platform – with simplified integrations and powerful automation options that allow you to keep up with current demand while scaling for future growth.



[image: Illustration of a stopwatch, articulating Deposco's 'speed to value' value proposition]Speed to Value
Focus on strategic initiatives and revenue generation while we handle the heavy lifting of your growing pains. Together we overcome challenges and drive rapid value creation in 90 days or less, delivered on time and within budget.



[image: Illustration of a bar chart increasing up an to the right, articulating Deposco's 'platform for growth' value proposition]Platform for Growth
We know that customers don’t want to be system integrators, and our platform is configured for success, not customized. Automation, new integrations and workflows are dead simple to add, online or in the store front.



You can’t handle rapid growth without a scalable backbone and that scalable backbone for us is Deposco.



Ricky Choi
CEO
Outerspace
Read the Outerspace story







Omnichannel fulfillment supply chain software

Deposco’s cloud-based fulfillment platform instantly shows what inventory you’ve got, where it is, and where there’s new demand for it. Get seamless contextual insights into decisions at every customer touchpoint -- improving efficiency, revenue and customer experiences, from click to warehouse to delivery:
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Supply Chain Execution
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Warehouse management
Bright Warehouse
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Order management and DOM
Bright Order
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Store inventory fulfillment
Bright Store





Supply Chain Planning
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Demand planning
Bright Forecast
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Inventory planning
Bright Inventory
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Sourcing and purchasing
Bright Source






Platform
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Software integrations
Bright Socket
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Analytics and reporting
Bright Performance
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Grow more
Deposco customers are seeing results now while investing in a solution for the future.
That’s why over 3,000 of the world’s fastest-growing ecommerce and DTC businesses rely on Deposco. We’re supporting over $10 billion in sales and over 43 million consumer orders annually. In 2020 alone, we saw total shipment growth increase by 78%.

Learn how we catalyze growth



+
90%
Increase in
topline growth



+
63%
Increase in 
shipping volume YoY



+
99%
Order and
inventory accuracy








Success stories




I would recommend Deposco because of the real partnership. We work with many vendors, and the difference between them and Deposco is understanding our speed, our needs. We believe Deposco can go as fast as Psycho Bunny and we grow very fast!”

Monica Provenza
Director, Omnichannel & Experience
Psycho Bunny




Read story
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Results
60%
of stores in available-to-sell fulfillment network







I’ve worked in a warehouse where I had to pull information from multiple locations and combine that all into a spreadsheet and then put together financial statements based off of that. If I had to go back to that, it would be catastrophic. Knowing that I come in every day and everything’s right where I need it in Deposco, that’s my heaven.

Jason Hepworth
Director of Finance
Nimbl Fulfillment




Read story
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Results
64%
Increase in order volume in 3 months







We ship to over 140 countries and have been able to stay current in FDA and international shipping regulations. Deposco has been the partner that has connected TLC to the world in a warehouse perspective.

Evan Brengman
Director of Global Supply Chain
Total Life Changes
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Results
50%
Decrease in time to fulfill orders







Our customers expect us to get their order fulfilled within 24 hours. With Deposco we are able to do this sometimes within two or three hours of them placing the order. Our goal is to continue with that progress and we know we can do it with Deposco.

Heather Taylor
Operations Manager
Plant Therapy
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Results
7x
Increase in order volume














 Ready to get started?
Fulfill with growth in mind


Request demo
Contact us
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Demand planning
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Sourcing and purchasing
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Analytics and reporting
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Industries
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Retail


	

Third-party logistics (3PL)


	

Wholesale





Learn


	Compare WMS software
	How to buy a WMS
	WMS capabilities checklist
	WMS savings calculator
	Difference between ERP and WMS
	Difference between OMS and DOM
	Order management
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Our team
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1 (877) 770-1110
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